EAGLE TAC LIG OP
JAKKALSE / ROOIKATTE
If you look at my website and look under
NIGHTVISION you will see loads of info, and in that
you will find EAGLE TAC, if you are using nagsig and
want better illumination then buy an Eagle Tac.

I use a variety of equipment with night vision and I recently
switched to EAGLE TAC illumination infra red torches,, it was
one of the best choices I have made recently.
Here are photos of the torch and I have one on my rifle night
vision scope and also on my night vision binoculars.
The brackets on top are for other extras I use on the night
vision; the light on the RIGHT is a tactical infra red torch
just another light to give me even more infra red light at
night.

If you want great vision get an INFRA RED EAGLE TAC, they
are awesome.
The torch has a pressure switch as shown in the top photos
on the rifle.

This system of mine has given me exceptional hunting
pleasure, it has been the downfall of many predators that
came in on pitch darkness and never had an idea I was
watching them.
Here is a mail from a friend in the USA who gave me a little
feedback…..
It is an awesome unit with 3,400mW of IR, you could not have done better unless
you spend $500-600, it will reach out 500-600 meters easily.
You want the 3.4W IR one:
T100C2 MKII - IR (Infrared 850nm) 3.4w
It is totally awesome, I have half dozen of them, they work handheld, helmet
mounted, rifle mounted whatever. Very powerful. They will light up 500-600
meters easily. You should have bought a couple of them, after you have one, you
will want another....it has a Phillips OSRAM 850nm IR LED, the best on
earth, made in the Netherlands.
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